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About This Game

Find the Xamadeon Stone and bring back our colors! Hidden Saga is an adventure which includes various puzzles on a planet
like our own. Planet's colors were stolen from us by a community that comes from another galaxy. Two explorers named Joe

and Brad have to bring back the colors and you must help them!

To reach Xamadeon Stone, you have a long way to go. You must find some objects to complete this mission. You are given the
hints to find these objects.

Hidden Saga Xamadeon Stone is still in development. You may encounter some crashes and bugs. Please let us know if you
encounter errors!
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hidden saga xamadeon stone

A fun puzzle game with detailed Drawings, Beautiful Story, Good Quality Sounds and Immersive structure.. Good game for
killing time.
PS: I've noticed someone in the second level wears Chinese costume but speaks Japanese...
第二关有个人穿着中国服装结果说着日语。。。有点无语. Good game for killing time.
PS: I've noticed someone in the second level wears Chinese costume but speaks Japanese...
\u7b2c\u4e8c\u5173\u6709\u4e2a\u4eba\u7a7f\u7740\u4e2d\u56fd\u670d\u88c5\u7ed3\u679c\u8bf4\u7740\u65e5\u8bed\u30
02\u3002\u3002\u6709\u70b9\u65e0\u8bed. Is a rip-off from "Hidden Folks". The style is very similar, but not that well
executed. The sounds are probably ripped off too.. Love it. Sit down, have a cup of tea, play this game.Plenty of interactive, fun
games.a puzzle that you can't find sometimes makes you crazy, but it's a good game
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Patch Notes 3:

 Added three grayed levels.

 Fixed map puzzle in Bazaar.

 Fixed last achivement bug.

 Fixed some language issues.

 Fixed some layer issues.
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. Translations:
We have started to translate game in other languages with help of community! Yeeey!

We are finished with these and adding them with next update:
Language - Translator

German - Ferda Turan

BR Portuguese - Gabriela Rolim Cavalheiro

Started languages:

Chinese(Simplified and Traditional) - Yik Min

Japanese - Darrione Jarrell Soriano

Spanish - Joel Quezada, Paulii Sifredi

Polish - Miłosz Olszański , Marek Kozłowski

French - Tiphaine André

Italian - Elena Mazzetto

Russian - Ogloblina Galyna, Anya Tuntiya

You are welcome to join our Discord channel! We need your support to translate the game.

Thanks again for your help!. Patch Notes 2 - New Languages and Steam Cloud:
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Here is the change log:

 9 more languages added (Thank you guys!)

 Russian

 Vietnamese

 Chinese (simplified)

 Latin

 Italian

 Czech

 French

 Dutch

 Japanese
 Improved Steam API (I hope this fixes random crashes)
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 Now supporting Steam Cloud

 Old Bazaar is now finished with coloring and added to the game!

 Added reset button that resets all data (we are working on level based reset)

. Patch Notes:
Added 3 languages
German
Brazilian Portuguse
Polish (surprise)

Fixed some layer issues
We hope this update solves crash problems.
. Patch Notes #4:

 Fixed hint bug in Airport

 Added roadmap to game. You can find it on main menu.

 Fixed some language issues.

A little gift from us for the support you gave us.
We will add a part of your design to the game demo.
Those who want to take part in this process and get detailed information can contact us through our discord channel.
Discord[discord.gg]
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